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Industry has some perceived needs with respect to graduates. Here, the scope of Design Engineering
is outlined, and compared with the more artistic and management aspects. Engineering designers
follow some principles in their work, and display expertise and competence when trying to solve
design problems. Formalizing methods should prove useful from a safety/rational operating
approach. These methods are best derived from Engineering Design Science, using the model of
a general transformation system as the basis. Engineering students should learn such rational
operation and the theory on which the methods are based.
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INTRODUCTION

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS have several
duties, one of which is to provide a useful educa-
tion in a limited range of subjects for students.
Another is to provide society with graduates who
can function within that culture. Industry is part of
society, and is therefore a customer for the grad-
uates produced by the educational institutions.

The question this paper addresses is `How can
an Engineering Design Science course help to
educate engineering students to obtain the ability
to initiate actions to solve engineering (design)
problems themselves?'

One problem in this respect is in obtaining a
good grasp of the needs of industry. It seems that
industry is too close to its own problems, and has
too little time to spend on useful analysis, to define
the problems sufficiently well for educational insti-
tutions to act. Industry is, after all, in business to
make marketable products, to achieve financial
success, and to maintain a long-term presence in
the marketplace. Over many years, the American
Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) has
asked industry to comment on the deficiencies in
graduates of engineering programsÐand have
received several single-concept (therefore usually
simplistic) statements, such as: `graduates need to
be educated in . . .`; the reported deficiencies have,
at various times, included `communication skills',
`teamwork' and `report writing', amongst others.
As a consequence, a number of educational insti-
tutions have changed their programs from time to
time to emphasize these topics, but not in the wider
context of a capability for engineering action. The
author, and his close collaborators, Vladimir
Hubka and Stanislav Hosnedl, have had extensive
experience in private industry of designing various
products, and have been academic staff members

in a number of universitiesÐand thus have a cross-
cultural outlook on these problems. They have also
been instrumental in defining a coherent science
about the processes of design engineering. It is on
this basis that the author has developed a grasp of
the unspoken needs of industry with respect to
design engineering, and the ways of meeting those
needs.

The fairly recent trend in private industry
towards globalization, and the pressure towards
innovation, has made it imperative that engineer-
ing graduates should be capable of initiating
actions within a short time of entering industry.
This is especially true in design engineering, where
in recent times much skill and experience has been
lost because of the limitations of computer
processingÐacknowledging the obvious benefits
of computers. Typically, up to the 1970's it was
estimated that a new graduate would take about
ten years to become fully competent as an engin-
eering designer. This time needs to be reduced, by
providing students with a well-formulated educa-
tion in integrated design engineering.

DESIGN ENGINEERING

One of the important duties of engineering
graduates in industry is to design (and/or supervise
the design of) technical productsÐtechnical
processes (TP) and technical systems (TS). A
rough definition of types (sorts) of products is
needed [1, 2] in order to: (a) compare types of
design processes (processes that are intended to
create the manufacturing and/or implementation
instructions for a product) and to investigate their
scope, and (b) to give some guidelines for design
education in various disciplines. `Products' accord-
ing to ISO 9000:2005 [3] are the `results of a set of
interrelated or interacting activities which trans-
form inputs into outputs', and include `services',* Accepted 22 June 2008.
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`software', `hardware', and `processed materials',
also known as goods and services, or as artifacts
and processes. Some of these have a substantial
contribution from engineering, technical systems
and technical processes [4±6].

Products may be characterized in various ways,
see [5 (pp. 9±13), 6 (pp. 23±28; 334±342)]. This
characterization of products cannot be complete,
and many of these classes overlap and have fuzzy
boundaries. A (non-linear, branched) `scale' of
artifacts begins at artistic works. Consumer
products are consumable items and materials.
Consumer durables have appropriate appearance
and operability, project the `right' image, and
perform useful tasks at a suitable cost. Bulk or
continuous engineering products act as raw materi-
als for other manufacturers. Industry products are
bought by a manufacturing organization for
assembling into their own products. Industrial
equipment products are self-contained devices that
perform more or less complex functions. Special
purpose equipment, include jigs, tooling, fixtures,
and specialized manufacturing machines, robotics,
handling and packaging machines, but also ocean-
going ships and buildings for which appearance is
very important. Industrial plant usually consists of
industrial equipment products, and devices to
control and/or connect them. Configuration
products are items of equipment and/or industrial
plant for which the parts are quantity-produced
and standardized industrial equipment products
(OEM, COTS) designed as modular interchange-
able technical systems, which are assembled to the
customers' requirements with little further modifi-
cation. Infrastructure products provide the means
for supplying services according to ISO 9000:2005
[3], such as transportation, power delivery, water
and fuels. Intangible products are typically docu-
ments, as tangible items that record a specification
of the services provided by an organization. Soft-
ware products are intangible products presented as
computer programs. They may be delivered on a
transportable medium (floppy disk, CD-ROM,

DVD-ROM, etc.), by down-load from a computer
source, or loaded into a programmable controller.

Technical products need to be designedÐantici-
pated in concepts and detailÐbefore they can be
manufactured and used. Designing in most cases
involves a re-design of a previous product, and can
range from the innovative to the routine. In some
cases, a previous product does not exist, or must be
altered so radically that a novel design process is
more appropriate.

In earlier publications, designing has been
considered as a general process, especially in the
artistic world of architecture, graphics, performing
arts, etc. We must nevertheless distinguish various
areas of this activity for generic products, includ-
ing processes and tangible products ISO 9000:2005
[3], see Fig. 1. `Industrial design' covers mainly the
appearance and usability, aesthetics and ergo-
nomics, of tangible products in general. For tangi-
ble products aimed at consumers and made in large
quantities, the management process has been
formalized into `integrated product development'.
`Design engineering' is concerned with functioning
to produce certain desired effects, safety and relia-
bility, and many other technical considerations.
There is substantial overlap among these three
forms of designing, but they do not coincide.

Design processes for design engineering,
although they have much in common with other
forms of designing, have substantially more
constraints than those of other disciplines. The
products of design engineering should provide a
useful functionality. Their design (the process and
the resulting documentation of the proposed
system) therefore needs the designer to have avail-
able a wide range of information (see Fig. 2), an
extensive amount of experience (knowing), to
make a judgment of the feasibility and apply
engineering scientific analysis. However, design
engineering also has available, for use by engineer-
ing designers in their search for candidate solu-
tions, several more abstract models of technical
systems. These include transformation processes,

Fig. 1. Scope of types of designing [6].
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technologies, function structures, organ structures,
and constructional structures in preliminary or
definitive layout, detail, and stages of assembly
[4, 5, 6], which allow a more systematic and
methodical approach to conceptualization, based
on a more theoretical categorizing of information.
The need for information of a technological, eco-
nomic, environmental, cultural, political (etc.)
nature also colors the engineering design process
in a far greater way than in other design disci-
plines, and these items of information are exten-
sively interconnected; see Fig. 2. An extended
search of the possible solution field is useful in
order to ensure that a currently optimal solution
can be foundÐoptimal in the technical, economic,
environmental, social, cultural and other senses.

Industrial designers tend to be the primary
designers of consumer products and durables;
engineering designers tend to deal primarily with
technical systems. Both types of designers coop-
erate in design teams, which should include experts
in manufacturing, sales, and other fields.

Industrial designers and engineering designers
may be employed in an organization-wide process
of `integrated product development' (IPD), work-
ing in three parallel streams: (1) marketing and
sales, (2) designing, and (3) preparing for manu-
facture. Products from IPD are generally made in
larger quantities, intended for a consumer market,
and do not necessarily have an engineering
content. The process of IPD has been adapted
for small-quantity and single-item engineering
products. Those IPD-products that are technical
systems (TS) need both design engineering and
industrial design. Some engineering products do
not need industrial design.

A major difference between design engineering
and industrial design is the interpretation of the
word `conceptualization'. Industrial designers tend
to solve the problems of appearance, desirability,
attractiveness and usability. Novelty and innova-
tion may be a strong consideration. Their concep-
tualizing consists mainly of preliminary sketches of
external possibilitiesÐa direct entry into hardware
(the constructional structure) and its representa-
tion. The sketches are progressively refined, and
eventually `rendered' (drawn and colored, and/or
modeled by computer or in tangible materials) into
visually assessable presentation material, full artis-
tic views of the proposed artifact. Considerations
of the necessary engineering take place, but often
at a rudimentary level. Industrial design and IPD
usually work `outside inwards', defining the envel-
ope, thus constraining the internal actions.
Presenting the results to higher management is an
important part of the range of skills of industrial
designers. Similar considerations apply to archi-
tecture. Technical problems are passed on to
design engineers: the engineering designers are
expected to follow the decisions of the industrial
designÐthe TP/TS solutions remain within the
limitations imposed by the chosen appearance
solution.

In contrast, engineering designers tend to solve
the problems of how to make something work, and
look at the manufacturability and other life-cycle
related properties. They work from critical zones
for capability of functioning, e.g. form-giving
zones, `inside outwards', defining the internal
operational means first that constrain the outside.
Novelty may be a consideration, but reliability
(control of risks), operational safety, and achiev-
ability of functioning is usually the primary
concern.

Design engineering exhibits several dimensions
that characterize the design problem, and indicate
useful design processes. The tangible technical
system may range from the simple to the very
complexÐfour typical levels of complexity have
been defined [4 (p. 97), 6 (p. 300)]:

. level IÐconstructional part;

. level IIÐgroup, sub-assembly;

. level IIIÐmachine, apparatus, device;

. level IVÐplant, equipment.

In practice, each of these has many sub-levels.
Technical systems are therefore hierarchical, level
IV consists of the TS of level III; these consist of
the TS of level II; and these in turn consist of the
TS of level I.

Design problems may range from routine to
novel. Routine problems exhibit few difficulties:
previous experience can guide both the design
process and the constitution of the TS. Novel
problems may demand novel procedures for
solving, and/or novel TS configurationsÐa
connection to innovation.

The designers may range from experienced to
inexperiencedÐin total, or in the particular TS-
`sort' with which they are currently concerned.

Design engineeringÐaction principles
In designing, the engineering principle [7] states

that: `Engineering designers should produce their
proposals only as accurately and completely as
necessary, but also as coarsely, crudely and applic-
ably as possible to achieve the necessary accuracy
and completeness.' This is the normal working
mode of engineering designers, who usually work
on a project close to the deadline. This leaves little
time to complete the project, search for alterna-
tives, optimize, or reflect. A first idea is carried
through until an acceptable solution is found, or
the project is terminatedÐ`satisficing' [8, 9]. If a
project is started when it is first received, one's sub-
conscious mind can work on the problems, using
incubation [10]. Systematic working demands
starting early, and consistent steady working.

Engineering designers must take responsibility
for proposals, but should not perform work
beyond their level of confidence. Designing must
finish when the proposals can be accepted in the
situation: optimal in principles, layout, embodi-
ment and detail. The risk in this procedure must be
accepted by the designers, with a realistic view of
their capabilities.
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Design engineering [7], consists of anticipating a
possible change based on a future implementation
of a TP(s)/TS(s) Ðthe `subject' of the design
process. Designing depends on the available infor-
mation and theory about the systems [4±6, 11] and
about designing [5, 6, 11]. The products of design
engineering are proposals. These cannot be eval-
uated as `true' or `false', or `probable' or `improb-
able'; they can only be evaluated and simulated as
realizable or not, and valued as better or worse
than competing proposals.

Design engineering can only result in sufficiently
complete and reliable information about the antici-
pated TP(s)/TS(s) if the designers can be sure that
they have considered all the factors. Then, a
potential proposal (and its documentation) for a
designed TP(s)/TS(s) can be evaluated as techni-
cally accomplishable, if it can be confirmed with
sufficient credibility and confidence that: (a) the
TS(s) will fulfill the requirements under the
circumstances of operation with sufficient reliabil-
ity; (b) it is implementable or manufacturable
under the given circumstances; (c) it complies
sufficiently with the requirements of the manufac-
turing processes; and (d) all other requirements are
fulfilled in ways acceptable to the user, customer,
organization, legal and political authorities, the
economy, culture, environment, etc.

Then also, a prospective proposal (and its docu-
mentation) for implementing a TP(s) and/or manu-
facturing a TS(s) can be evaluated as technically
realizable, if it can be confirmed with sufficient
credibility and confidence: (a) that it can be
implemented and/or manufactured under the
given circumstances; (b) that the proposed
sequence of implementing and/or manufacturing
operations as specified will fulfill the required
purposes of the TP(s)/TS(s) with sufficient relia-
bility; and (c) that the requirements of the field are
acceptably fulfilled.

To verify the accomplishability and realizability,
the proposals must be tested in a design audit, by
experiment, simulations, models, samples and
prototypes of the complete system and/or of suit-
able parts. Proposals should be confirmed before
their release for manufacture or implementation.

The engineering principle [7] must be tempered
by a human trend to over-estimate one's own
capabilities and knowledgeÐover-confidence.
Over-confidence seems to be prevalent when defin-
ing design tasksÐdesigners (even when their
preparation has been inadequate) frequently
think they understand the problem when they
don't.

Design engineeringÐaction modes
For design engineering, there are three types of

action modes [7]: (1) Normal operation (intuitive,
second nature procedure) runs activities from the
subconscious in a learned and experienced way, at
low mental energy, giving an impression of compe-
tence [12], see the section on `Competencies' below.
If difficulties arise, the action departs from the

normal, and higher mental energy is needed. (2)
Risk operation uses the available experiences (and
methods) together with partially conscious rational
and more formalized methods, in an unplanned
trial and error behavior, which can occasionally be
very effective. (3) Safety or rational operation needs
conscious planning for systematic and methodical
work, with conscious processing of a plan, because
competence is in question. Systematic design en-
gineering is the heuristic-strategic use of a theory
to guide the design process. Methodical design
engineering is the heuristic use of established and
newly developed methods in engineering design,
including theory-based and `industry best prac-
tice', strategic and tactical, formalized and intui-
tive methods.

Both risk operation and safety/rational opera-
tion need guidelines and learning/experience of
systematic and methodical approaches, preferably
based on a coherent and complete (but not neces-
sarily mathematical) theory [5, 6]. This systematic
and methodical working mode must be learned
before attempting to use it in practice, preferably
in the `safe' environment of an educational institu-
tion.

Normal, routine operation is mainly the
preferred mode of operation of an individual.
Risk operation tends to demand team activity;
the task becomes non-routine, consultations can
and should take placeÐ`bouncing ideas off one
another', obtaining information and advice from
experts, reaching a consensus on possibilities and
preferred actions, etc. Consultations are best if the
participants are of approximately equal experience
or status, or if there is a large gap in experience
from questioner to consultant. Personal contact
tends to be faster at lower mental energy than
obtaining information from (written) records [13].

Non-routine situations often produce critical
situations in a design process [14±17], e.g. when:
(a) defining the task, analysis and decisions about
goals; (b) searching for and collecting information;
(c) searching for solutions; (d) analyzing proposed
solutions; (e) deciding about solutions; (f) mana-
ging disturbances and conflicts, individual or team.

Expertise
As adapted from Dorst [18], Hubert Dreyfus

[19, 20] distinguishes seven levels of expertise,
corresponding to seven ways of perceiving, inter-
preting, structuring and solving problems within
an amalgam of three worldsÐa theory world, a
subjective internal world, and an objective external
world:

1. Novice: A novice will consider the objective
features of a situation, as they are given by
the experts, and will follow strict rules to deal
with the problem.

2. Advanced Beginner: For an advanced beginner
the situational aspects are important, there is a
sensitivity to exceptions to the `hard' rules of

Self-Starting Graduates: An Impression of Industry's Needs 969



the novice. Maxims and heuristics [21] are used
for guidance through the problem situation.

3. Competent: A competent problem solver selects
the elements in a situation that are relevant, and
chooses a plan to achieve the goals. This selec-
tion and choice can be made only on the basis
of a much higher involvement in the design
situation than displayed by a novice or an
advanced beginner. Problem solving at this
level involves the seeking of opportunities,
and building up of expectations. At this level
of involvement the problem solving process
takes on a `trial and error' character (but see
below), and there is a clear need for learning
and reflection, that was absent in the novice and
the beginner.

4. Proficient: A proficient problem solver imme-
diately sees the most important issues and
appropriate plan, and then reasons out what
to do.

5. Expert: The real expert responds to a situation
intuitively, i.e. in `normal operation' [7]; and
performs the appropriate action straight away.
There is no obvious (externally observable)
problem solving and reasoning that can be
distinguished at this level of working. This is
actually a very comfortable level at which to
function, and many professionals do not pro-
gress beyond this point.

6. Master: With the next level, the master, a new
uneasiness creeps in. The master sees the stand-
ard ways of working that experienced profes-
sionals use not as natural but as contingent. A
master displays a deeper involvement into the
professional field as a whole, dwelling on suc-
cess and failure. This attitude requires an acute
sense of context, and openness to subtle cues. In
his/her own work the master will perform more
nuanced appropriate actions than the expert.

7. Visionary: The world discloser or `visionary'
consciously strives to extend the domain in
which he/she works. The world discloser devel-
ops new ways things could be, defines the
issues, opens new worlds and creates new
domains. To do this a world discloser operates
more on the margins of a domain, paying
attention to other domains as well, and to
anomalies and marginal practices that hold
promises for a new vision of the domain.

Vladimir Hubka was obviously a visionary in this
sense with respect to design engineering, its
products and its processes [4±6].

The last sentence of item `3. Competent' needs
further clarification. Progress from one level to a
next higher level requires some additional learning
and reflectionÐformal or informal learning by
experience, obtaining relevant information from
other people or publications, etc. This learning
must of necessity include both object information
about the product being designed, and about
design processes, i.e. an improvement of the
mind-internalized theory. The `trial and error

character' is only an apparent phenomenon; it
reflects a normal/routine level of operation [7]
where the applied theories, steps and methods are
no longer conscious and mental-externally recog-
nizable. For this reason it becomes difficult (e.g. in
an educational situation) to perform an examina-
tion of the existing internalized design process of a
designer.

When a method is well known to the designer, it
can at best be run from the sub-conscious, and
users may then even deny that they are using the
method. It is necessary for engineering designers to
learn methodology during their engineering educa-
tion, and to continue to expand their expertise in
life-long learning. Then the methods are familiar
enough to apply, even if there is resistance from a
supervisor.

For the novice, almost all problems appear to
require risk or safety operation. Therefore students
need to learn routine design operations, and espe-
cially the available novel, systematic and methodi-
cal approaches, preferably based on Engineering
Design Science [5, 6], to enable them to reach the
higher levels of expertise more easily.

An `intuitive' response, as claimed for the `5.
Expert', is also more or less to be expected at all
levels of expertise, as the relevant theory and
method becomes sufficiently well internalized to
run routinely, and examination becomes more
difficult.

An individual designer may show different levels
of expertise for different types of problem; progres-
sion through these levels is not uniform.

At each of these stages, advancement to the next
higher level is possible by learning the necessary
object and design process knowledge, preferably in
a non-threatening (educational) environment.
Only a few engineering designers need to reach
the highest levelsÐbut all engineering graduates
should be exposed to this discipline of Engineering
Design Science [4±6]. For design engineering in
particular, the theories, models and methods of
Engineering Design Science offer a basis for organ-
izing, acquiring and understanding this knowledge
in context.

Competencies
Engineering education, and continuing learning

during practice (see also [22] ) should aim to
achieve the competency of engineers, technologists,
technicians, etc., in analyzing and (more impor-
tantly) in synthesizing (designing) technical
systems. This requires knowing, internalized infor-
mation of objects and design processes, and aware-
ness of where to find recorded and experiential
available information. Competency includes [23±
25]:

. heuristic and practice related competencyÐthe
ability to use experience and precedents [26],
design principles [11], heuristics [21], informa-
tion and values (e.g. of technical data) as initial
assumptions and guidelines, etc.;
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. branch and subject related competencyÐknow-
ledge of a TS-`sort' within which designing is
expected (completed during employment); typi-
cal examples of TS-`sorts' should be included in
education (i.e. in addition to conventional and
newer machine elements, see step P6 below), and
should also show the engineering sciences, prag-
matic information, knowledge and data [27, 28],
and examples of realized systems;

. methods related competencyÐknowledge of
and ability to use methods, following the meth-
odical instructions under controlled conditions,
and eventually learning them well enough to use
them intuitivelyÐfor diagnostics, analysis,
experimentation, information searching, repre-
senting (in sketches and computer models), crea-
tivity [29], innovative thinking, and systematic
synthesizing [30±32];

. systems related competencyÐability to see
beyond the immediate task, analytically / reduc-
tionistically and synthetically / holistically, to
take account of the complex situation and its
implications, e.g. life-cycle engineering [33±38],
or economics;

. personal and social competencyÐincluding
team work, people skills, trans-disciplinary
cooperation, obtaining and using advice, mana-
ging subordinates, micro- and macro-econom-
ics, social and environmental awareness, and

cultural aspects, etc. [39], and the associated
leadership and management skills; and

. socio-economic competencyÐincluding aware-
ness of costs, prices, returns on investment,
micro- and macro-economics, politics, entrepre-
neurial and business skills, etc.

These competencies are related to creativity [29].

ENGINEERING DESIGN SCIENCE

Perceived knowledge of branch-related objects
and of design processes is of differing quality and
exhibits varying possibilities for systematizing, as
indicated in Fig. 2. In Engineering Design Science
(EDS), the information is systematized using a
morphology of eight characteristics of statements
with their manifestations [5, 6]. Characteristics 1
and 4 are considered most important: (1) Metho-
dological Category of Statement, and (4) Aspects
of Designing. They form the major axes of a `map'
(see Fig. 3), which indicates the scope of Engineer-
ing Design Science, and the location of informa-
tion of various kinds that relates to EDS.

The aspect of designing, item (4), is represented
in the `west' by the completed operand of design-
ingÐthe TS and/or TP as it exists, the `as is' state,
and in the `east' by the design process, including

Fig. 3 Map of Engineering Design Science [6].
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any TP- or TS-related heuristics, the `as should be'
state. The resulting hemispheres are shown in Fig.
3 as sub-sets of EDS. A second division, the
methodological category, item (1), distinguishes
descriptive statements (theoreticalÐ`south'Ði.e.
not just narrative), from prescriptive (practical/
advisoryÐ`north') and normative (compulsory)
statements (practical/compulsory/obligatory, regu-

lative). The contents of the two `southern' quad-
rants are clear from the descriptions in Fig. 3. The
descriptive (theoretical) knowledge is presented as
a set of interrelated models [4±6]. The `north-east'
quadrant contains methods and heuristics based
directly on EDS, other methods and heuristics
reside around this quadrant. The `north-west'
quadrant contains typical classes of properties

Fig. 5. Hierarchy of sciences [6].
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and other TS-related information derived from
EDS applicable to a particular TS-`sort'.

EDS intends to provide a classification frame-
work for information, and shows the relationships
of the included information with other areas; see
Fig. 3. The descriptive and prescriptive informa-
tion are best structured in the same way. The
respective structures of information in the `north'
and `south' quadrants within each hemisphere can
be identical; see Fig. 4. The terminology may be
different in the related quadrants, e.g. the theory of
properties is the descriptive (theoretical) basis for
the prescriptive information of requirements for
TP(s)/TS(s), and of `Design for X' (DfX), and
provides a structure for this information.

Hubka [5] indicated (in Fig. 2-4 of that book)
that knowledge with respect to engineering forms a
hierarchy. An extension of this concept was
outlined in [40], that sciences form a hierarchical
network, from a `science of sciences' to a set of
more specific sciences that can be further sub-
divided. Each such sub-division eventually claims
to be a science in its own right, which inherits the
properties of the higher level, but adds further
detail that is no longer generally valid.

In this way, `design sciences' can be also sub-
divided, see Fig. 5. One of these sub-divisions is
`Engineering Design Science' [5, 6], the only design
science that to date has been developed in any
detail. Even this EDS could be sub-divided into
`Specialized Engineering Design Sciences' at vari-
ous more detailed levels of abstraction and applic-
ability.

A hierarchical representation of these dependen-
cies is not totally adequate. The arrangement of
concepts and the interpretation of intentions
depend on the order in which the criteria are
considered. Any cross-connections between
branches of the hierarchy are often neglected. Yet
all information is multiply cross-connected, and
some information should appear at several levels
of such a hierarchy. In some respects, a better
representation of relationships can be shown in a
concept map, for instance Fig. 2 [5, 6]. The central
concepts for this paper, `Designing of Products'
and `Detail Design', are surrounded by contribut-
ing concepts that are also interconnected. A hier-
archy is perceivable: concepts that are more distant
from the central concepts appear to be placed lower
in the hierarchy. The contributing concepts are
grouped into related formations, and boundaries
could be drawn around these groupings. These can
form the centers of interest for other specialties.
Figure 2 allows a demonstration of this grouping
by separating `object information' from `design
process information', as also shown in Fig. 3.

The concept of the system of EDS [5, 6] is based
on the triad `theoryÐsubjectÐmethod', i.e. a
theory about a subject allows a method to be
defined and heuristically applied, for using or for
designing the subject; see Fig. 6. The system
focuses on design engineering of technical
processes (TP = TS-operational process) and/or

technical systems (TS), and includes design engin-
eering information about TP and TS, and engin-
eering design processes.

As formulated in cybernetics [41], `both theory
and method emerge from the phenomenon of the
subject'. A close relationship should exist between
a subject (its nature as a concept or product), a
basic theory (formal or informal, recorded or in a
human mind), and a recommended methodÐthe
triad `subjectÐtheoryÐmethod'. The theory
should describe and provide a foundation for
explaining and predicting `the behavior of the
(natural or artificial, process or tangible) object',
as subject. The theory should be as complete and
logically consistent as possible, and refer to actual
and existing phenomena. The (design) method can
then be derived from the theory, and take account
of available experience.

In design engineering, the TP(s) and/or TS(s) are
the subject of the theory and the method. The
theory should answer the questions of `why,'
`when,' `where,' `how' (with what means), `who'
(for whom and by whom), with sufficient preci-
sion. The theory should support the methods used,
i.e. `how' (procedure), `to what' (object), for the
operating subject (the process or tangible object)
or the subject being operated, and for planning,
designing, manufacturing, marketing, distributing,
operating, liquidating (etc.) the subject. The
method should also be sufficiently well adapted
to the subject, its `what' (existence), and `for what'
(its anticipated and actual purpose). The phenom-
ena of subject, theory and method are of equal
status. Using the convention suggested by Koen
[26], underscoring the second letter of a word
indicates its heuristic nature: `a method is a
prescription for anticipated future action, for
which it is heuristically imperative that you adapt
it flexibly to your current (ever changing) situa-
tion'Ðand nearly all words in this paper should
have the second letters underscored.

Methods are heuristic, ` . . . a plausible aid or
direction . . . is in the final analysis unjustified,
incapable of justification, and potentially fallible'
[26 (p. 24)]. `The engineering method is the use of
heuristics to cause the best change in a poorly
understood situation within the available
resources' [26 (p. 59)].

A basic model for Engineering Design Science
[5, 6] is that of the transformation system; see Fig.
7. The model for an existing transformation system
declares:

An operand (materials, energy, information, and/or
living thingsÐM, E, I, L) in state Od1 is transformed
into state Od2, using the active and reactive effects
(consisting of materials, energy and/or informationÐ
M, E, I) exerted continuously, intermittently or instan-
taneously by the operators (human systems, technical
systems, active and reactive environment, information
systems, and management systems, as outputs from
their internal processes), by applying a suitable tech-
nology Tg (which mediates the exchange of M, E, I
between effects and operand), whereby assisting inputs
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are needed, and secondary inputs and outputs can
occur for the operand and for the operators.

The transformation process, TrfP, in which the
operand is transformed, and the five operators,
HuS, TS, AEnv, IS and MgtS, are constituent
parts of the transformation system, TrfS, and all
operators interact to initiate and perform the
process.

Once the transformation system shown in Fig. 5
is understood, designers can develop a theory-
based method for a novel systemÐTP(s) and/or
TS(s)Ðto be designed [4±6, 11], as follows:

(P1) establish a design specification for the
required system, by re-formulating the custo-
mers' needs into a full list of requirements as
understood by the engineering designer, and
by obtaining agreement with the customers
(or their representative) and the management
of the manufacturing organization, e.g. using
the properties and requirements of transfor-
mation processes and technical system as
guidelines [42];

(P2) establish the desirable and required output
(operand in state Od2) of the transformation,
the ultimate purpose of the product;

(P3) establish a suitable transformation process
(structure, with possible alternatives) to
change the operand from state Od1 to state
Od2, its operations in detail, investigating
possible alternative operations and their
sequencing, and (if needed) establishing suit-
able inputs (operand in state Od1);

(P4) decide which of the operations in the trans-
formation process will be performed by
humans, and which of them by technical
systems, alone or in mutual cooperation;

(P5) decide which technical systems (or parts of
them) need to be designed at that point (i.e.
do not yet exist);

(P6) establish a technology (structure, with pos-
sible alternatives) for that transformation
operation for which the technical system
needs to be designed, and therefore the effects

(as outputs) needed from the technical system
to cause the transformation;

(P7) establish what the technical system needs to
be able to do (its internal and cross-boundary
functions, with possible alternatives) to
produce these effects/outputs, and what its
inputs need to be;

(P8) establish what organs (function-carriers in
principle and their structure, with possible
alternatives) can perform these functions,
and what added functions (and organs) are
recognized as needed (a function±means
chain). A morphological matrix is useful for
exploring candidate organs to solve each
function, and to allow combining them into
organ structures (as concepts). These organs
can be found mainly in prior art, especially
the machine elements, in a revised arrange-
ment as proposed by Weber [43±46];

(P9) establish with what constructional parts (in
sketch-outline, in rough layout, in dimen-
sional-definitive layout, then in detail and
assembly drawings, with possible alterna-
tives) are needed, and what additional func-
tions (and organs, and constructional parts)
are now revealed (evoked) as being needed (a
more extended function-means chaining), to
produce a full description of a future TS(s) in
the shortest time and at lowest cost.

Only those parts of this engineering design process
that are thought to be useful are employed. Such
an `idealized' procedure cannot be accomplished in
a linear fashion; iterative working is essential.
Intuitive working is usual; the systematic proce-
dure is intended as an aid for partial problems
where intuitive working proves inadequate. Never-
theless, the intuitive results should be brought into
the system to maintain consistent and complete
records of design decisions. Larger and more
complex design problems can be broken down
into smaller ones, the systematic procedure can
in principle be applied, and the proposed solutions
can be recursively re-combined.

Redesign can be accomplished by:

Fig. 7. Model of transformation system [6].
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(Pa) establishing a design specification for the
revised system (step P1);

(Pb) analyzing the existing system into its organs
and (if needed) its functions (reversing steps
(P8) and (P7) of the novel procedure);

(Pc) then following the last one or two parts of the
procedure listed above for a novel system.

Consideration of life cycle issues is included in the
outlined methodology, which necessarily also
involves `Design for X' knowledge and advice.

Neither novel design engineering nor re-design-
ing can possibly be done in a linear procedure;
feedback, iteration (repeating the operations with
better understanding of the problem) and recur-
sion (dividing a problem into smaller parts,
solving, then re-combining) are always needed.
The possibilities of searching for alternatives are
presented in several stepsÐis this not the essence
of creativity [47]? Possible analysis by engineering
sciences exists at several stages. Each step should
conclude with a cycle of review, including key-
words such as `substantiate', `evaluate', `select',
`decide', `improve', `optimize', `verify', `check',
`audit' and `reflect'.

DESIGN ENGINEERING APPLICATION

Examples of applications of the recommended
systematic method have been published [2, 4, 6,
48]. This method has been taught at various
universities, especially ETH ZuÈrich (whilst Dr.
Vladimir Hubka was active), RMC Kingston
Ontario, and The University of West Bohemia
(by Professor Hosnedl). In the latter case, instruc-
tion and mentoring was provided at the under-
graduate and post-graduate levels, and in various
industry organizations. Projects for undergraduate
and post-graduate levels have been sponsored by
industry, as collaborative team activities; the teams
included industrial design students, e.g. [49].

It is obvious that routine design situations can
be handled from experience by normal (i.e. intui-
tive) procedures. Students inevitably encounter
such situations as novel, either from the viewpoint
of the TP(s)/TS(s) they are asked to design, or from

the viewpoint of the design process and methods
they can or should use. They therefore should learn
to use the more formal safety or rational operation
during their education. This learning should take
place on simple problems at first, and progress to
more complex and novel problems in the course of
their studies [48]. The full procedure outlined in the
last section leads to a full documentation of the
design process that can be reviewed, and audited.
It is useful as an adjunct to intuition and oppor-
tunism, and leads to a fuller consideration of
alternatives at several levels of abstraction.

Once a student has learned this methodology
well enough, the methods become internalized and
run from the sub-conscious in a risk or routine
operation. Nevertheless, the student knows about
methods to overcome roadblocks during design
engineering.

The beneficial results of teaching design metho-
dology have been demonstrated [50±52], after 25
years of teaching, and now that some graduates
have entered industry as engineering designers. For
learning design engineering [53], (a) `what has been
heard is not yet understood', (b) `what is under-
stood does not yet give the ability to act', and (c)
`being able to act does not mean being able to act
optimally'. Successful learning of object informa-
tion and of design process information (including
design methodology) requires education. This
involves more than transmitting information, and
more than exposing students to design projects; it
needs a coordinated presentation of information,
mentoring and personal supervised experience.
The use of methods, and understanding their
theories, must be exercised and practiced. Success-
ful use requires experience of use and the capability
to select the appropriate methods. `We know much
about stimulating and guiding learning, and need
not wait for final or conclusive answers from
experimental educational research' [54].

Graduates should then be able to self-start,
because they know what they can do (and why)
to proceed with diagnosing, solving and docu-
menting an engineering problem, especially in
design engineering.
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